
In a letter to the extraordinary African Summit the notables of the Eastern Side Tribes in the 

Great Jamahiriya confirm their complete refusal to what is called the Transitional Council in 

Benghazi. The Eastern Side Tribes in the Great Jamahiriya confirm their complete refusal to 

what is called the Transitional Council in Benghazi whom hasn't been nominated nor elected 

neither chosen but they have been imposed by the NATO.  

The notables of the eastern side tribes directed a letter yesterday Wednesday to the

extraordinary African Summit which will be held in Addis Abeba , in which they expressed their 

salutes to the African Continent while holding this summit, assuring their continues cooperation 

with the African Union in any suggestions helping to prevent the aggression on the Libyan 

people ... those notables whom directed a copy of such message to the accredited 

ambassadors and the Libyan, and international media confirmed the following:  

That the crusade aggression on the Great Jamahiriya executed by the NATO and the 
Arabic regressive forces is to threat the civilians, kill them and hit the civilian targets but 
not to protect them.  
Non acceptance of the eastern tribes of the resolutions issued by the Security Council 
no. 1970 - 1973as they have been issued from media information and reports, and 
western imposition, but it wasn't built upon the report of a facts finding committee on the 
ground.  
What is now undergoing of aggression against the civil institutions such as schools, 
administrative centers, youth centers and universities, and continuous attacks in late 
night hours with the aim of exterminating the Libyan people, also to create a situation of 
fear for children and women with several cases of abortion in many Libyan families in all 
areas.  

The Libyans are most capable of resolving their problems without intervention from 

outside.  
The Libyan tribes assure that the gangs use mercenaries in their aggression against 
Libyans. What is called the transitional council in Benghazi we haven't nominated it, nor
delegated it, neither elected it , we don't even know him originally, but was imposed by 
NATO on us and we completely refuse it. Is this democracy to impose people with 
armed power on the people of Benghazi. Who is called Abdulhafid Ghoga is Tunisian 
and not Libyan and he has immediately to leave Benghazi and then Libya , and the 
people of Benghazi should get outside to expel him immediately, before he destructs 
Benghazi as he destructed other cities. Also the foreign Sherkas guests should leave 
Benghazi immediately and return to their country in the Caucasus, to  
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those whom are not from our tribes. Who is not from us, the notables of the eastern are

tribes, should leave and return to his original country and leave Benghazi before they 

destruct it as they destructed Misurata and other places. We wont accept any autho

other than the authority that we chose with our free will which is the peoples congresses

and peoples committees, and the popular social leadership, and we don't want the 

continuing of the slaughter, violence and maiming of cadavers. Their admissions 

the world of what they have done in Misurata is only a little of what they have done 

secretly and openly, also Albaida, Derna where they mutilated the breasts of wome

and slaughters that even the devil will be ashamed of. WQE deeply thank the Arabic 

and Libyan tribes whom participated in stopping the blood between the brothers in 

Libya. WE also salute the African Continent while is holding its meeting in Adis Abeba 

and assure the continuous respect for the cooperation with the African Union in any 

suggestions that might resolve the problems existing and to prevent the aggression on

the Libyan people. We also salute all the people and governments whom has honor

positions with the Libyan people against the aggression of the NATO.  
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e was signed by the notables of the following eastern area tribes:  

tribe - 

lsalhin - Alhasa tribe - Hasan Alkasah - 

si Alshari - Ashawaer tribeMohamed 

Jadallah Azzuz Altalhi - Awlad Hamad tribe - Abdulati Ibrahim Alabedi Alabedta 

Mohamed Mahmoud Alhijiazi -Aldersa tribe.  

Abdelrazagh Alsosa -Albarasa tribe -0 Rajab A

Alhasa tribe- Alamin Mansur All - Almanfa tribe.  

Salem Mahmud Bushreda - Alzwia tribe - Ali Mur

Jebril Alarfi - Alerfa tribe - Alsenussi Suliman Alwezri - Alawaghir tribe - Abdulrahim 

Salah Abukarim Alzwia tribe - Atef Salah Bukmada Almagarba tribe.  

Mashallah Alter - Alhuta tribe - Hamed Lias - Altwajir tribes in derna.  

Ahmed Ibrahim Alzwai - Alzawia tribe - Marzugh Abubaker Alfakri Alfauakher tribe -

Khalifa Aljazwi - Aljawazi tribe - Abdussalam Elmehashesh - Almahashish tribe - Fawzi 

Almogasbi - Derna tribe - Abdulghani Alarebi Alarebat tribe - Altaieb Alsafi Alatieb -

Almanfa tribe - Suliman Masoud Alhamdi - Aldersa tribe - Fathalla Abdallah Buzhara -

Albarasa tribe - Faraj Issa Abdulkader - Albarasa tribe - Bashir Mohamed Abdulrahman 

- Awlad suliman tribe - Abdulaziz Noh - Dersa tribe - Jamal Emrajia Awad - Albarasa 

tribe - Salah Mohamed - Alawaghir tribe - Elmehdi Muftha Younis - Albarasa tribe -

Ahmed Abdulrahman Mohamed - Alshorfa tribe - Abdulkhalek Alsafi - Alabedat tribe -

Ali Abrabah Abushwesha - Barasa tribe - Salaheddin Muftah Dkhil- Barasa tribe -

Fathallah Ibrahim - Alhasa tribe.  
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